Company Profile
for
Betterground Group

History
Betterground Group is owned by the Degen family, which has over 100 years of history
in foundation engineering. The brothers Alexander M. Degen and Wilhelm S. Degen
have jointly developed many patents, some of which form the basis of today’s leading
equipment in vibratory ground improvement.
1900:
Johann Degen bought the Johann Keller Company in Germany.
1934:
Wilhelm L. Degen, son of Johann Degen, owned numerous patents, including the
depth vibrator for Vibro Compaction, which was jointly invented with Sergey
Steuermann.
1938: Mr. Steuermann left Germany and set up in the USA the Vibroflotation Company
specializing in Vibro Compaction.
1960ies:
W. L. Degen invented the Stone Column method, an evolution of the Vibro
Compaction method. The dune sand core of the Aswan Dam was compacted
under the leadership of W. L. Degen.
1974:
The Degen family sold their shares in the Keller Group and W. F. Degen (son of
Wilhelm L. Degen) bought the Vibroflotation Company from Sergey Steuermann.
1974 - 1978:
Expansion of the Vibroflotation companies globally.
1980:
Wilhelm F. Degen achieves world record 35 m deep vibro compaction at Jebba Dam,
Nigeria.
1986:
Alexander M. Degen and Wilhelm S. Degen set up Vibroflotation AG, an equipment
manufacturing company in Switzerland. With their father, they developed the Gravel
Pump, the Vibro Stitcher and the Marine Gravel Pump.
1990 – 1996:
A Joint Venture between Vibroflotation AG and Bachy-Soletanche is established in
Hong Kong.
1994 – 2001:
Vibroflotation equipment dominates the Vibro Compaction market in Germany for
lignite mining slope stability projects of over 70 m in depth, with a total volume of over
1 billion cubic meters.
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2001:
Soletanche Bachy takes a 70% share in The Vibroflotation Group, and eventually
takes over the company in 2006 entirely.
2009:
The Degen family founds Betterground Limited (Switzerland). The company designs,
manufactures and services ground improvement equipment.
2009 – Today:
Subsidiaries are formed in Germany, USA, UAE, Hong Kong.
2012:
Betterground supports China Harbour Engineering Co. with low headroom offshore
stone column equipment, site supervision, and engineering support on the Hong Kong
Boundary Crossing Facility project, which is believed to be the largest ever stone
column project.
2014:
Betterground partner firm Geoizol executes their first stone column projects in Russia.
2015:
Custom built Betterground equipment is used the first time off a jack up barge to install
offshore stone columns largely independent of wave height.
2016:
Betterground supplies Dutco Balfour Beatty with the necessary equipment to compact
17 million m3 of sand at Jebel Ali Terminal 4 in record time.
Betterground opens contracting company for East Cost of USA in cooperation with
Wurster Construction.
By mid 2016 Betterground has license and JV agreements in place with geotechnical
specialty contractors in Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Germany, Greece,
UAE and other GCC countries, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru,
Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Spain, Thailand, USA, Vietnam.
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Betterground Companies and Staff
The Betterground Group of Companies comprises the following entities.

A total of over 50 staff work for Betterground, of which are
• 3 mechanical engineers,
• 6 geotechnical engineers,
• 1 marine (offshore) engineer,
• 21 field support personnel of which 10 have over 10 years and 4 have over 20 years
experience specific to vibratory ground improvement,
• 15 field and workshop mechanics.
Betterground staff speaks a total of 24 languages, among which are Arabic, Chinese,
Croatian, English, French, German, Hindi, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, Thai.
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Betterground Organization Diagram
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Clients
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From the above list of 16 worldwide clients some are mayor players in their respective
markets, such as for example Kiewit and Malcolm Drilling in the USA, CHEC in China, or Porr
in Austria. Others are very reputable long term successful specialist companies like Pilotes
Terratest in Chile and Vancouver Piledriving in Canada.
A special relationship connects Betterground with BAUER Foundations. Due to their global
reach and frequent cooperation on large and very large projects, they hold a worldwide
non-exclusive license to use Betterground equipment in all countries.
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Betterground Business Model
Betterground’s involvement can range between the following services:
• Equipment rentals and sales,
• Job to job joint ventures,
• Long term joint company for a specific country or territory.
Betterground has started in 2009 with selling and renting their specialized ground
improvement equipment.
There is a large component of proprietary know-how involved in both the equipment
itself and the way to optimally use it. Betterground equipment sales are therefore
linked with territory restrictions to the countries where the customer has a strong
standing in the market. Furthermore, the equipment is always sold with a right of first
refusal for Betterground to buy back the equipment when the client would want to
end involvement in this line of business.
Besides equipment sales and service, opportunities for joint venturing in construction
contracts have been realized. Betterground never contracts such projects alone, but
always teams up with leading local companies to build together with them a
sustainable business in the field of ground improvement.
This is achieved by combining Betterground’s superior equipment with the local
company’s market knowledge and local personnel and equipment cost advantages.
Equally important to having the best equipment is to know how to use it optimally
and to maintain it well. Among Betterground’s staff a large number of internationally
experienced site supervisors and methods experts help to optimize installation
methods on site and assure compliance with quality control requirements.
This site staff is complemented by repair mechanics that are provided by
Betterground around the world and on site or work from a regional Betterground
workshop.
The third component to success provided by Betterground, besides specialty
equipment and on-site support, is geotechnical engineering support, both in the
tender phase and on running projects. Betterground assists clients with customized
state-of-the-art design/build solutions, helps writing complex method statements that
fulfill the highest requirements, and supports with all other expertise for which many
years of geotechnical engineering experience are needed.
The fourth component of support is Betterground’s in-house equipment design
department. Betterground designs all specialty equipment themselves, therefore
project specific equipment modifications for even the most complicated scenarios
can be provided fast and efficiently according to project needs.
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Method applications for Betterground Equipment
Vibro Compaction
This is the oldest vibratory ground improvement method, but in the clean sands where it
can be applied also the most effective. The majority of the Dubai reclamation works (Palm
Islands etc.) were compacted with equipment developed by the Degens.
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Top Feed Stone Columns
This is the older of the two Stone Column methods, but it is still the most cost effective and
fastest. It requires a crew that knows their trade, but then can install often better columns
than with the newer Bottom Feed technique.

Bottom Feed Stone Columns
This product is used where Top Feed Stone Columns cannot be applied due to contaminants
in the soil or on sites where either no water is available or water management is
problematic.
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Offshore Stone Columns
This product is used to found seawalls and other marine structures on soils that need to be
reinforced rather than dredged and replaced.
This is particular of interest in areas where earthquakes threaten to liquefy loose sandy
sediments or where marine sediments are contaminated and shall remain in place, or
generally where permitting for large dredging operations is too expensive.
Offshore is at present the fastest growing part of Betterground’s work.
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Typical Betterground Projects
Heavy Civil Engineering Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydroelectric and other dams (Stone columns or vibro compaction against
liquefaction).
Road and rail embankments (Stone Columns to increase stability and accelerate
drainage).
Power plants (reduced and accelerate settlements and diff. settlements)
Wastewater treatment plants (settlement reduction, liquefaction prevention
Pipeline foundations.
Grain and cement silo foundations and other large raft foundations on stone
columns.
Compaction of sands as preparation for later slurry wall construction.

Industrial and Housing
•
•

Factory buildings and multi-story housing developments (settlement reduction in
lieu of piling).
Reduction of water permeability of loose sands for later excavation under
dewatering.

Land Reclamations
•
•

Vibro Compaction of large areas (e.g. Palm Islands) against liquefaction and to
reduce settlements under moderate to high loads.
Reinforce soft soils on the base of reclamations by stone columns instead of
replacing such soils costly with sand

Offshore
•

Seawalls and breakwaters on soft soil founded with stone columns (prevent
liquefaction, increase slope stability, reduce creep settlements)

END
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